
Seneca Wind (18-0488), Emerson Creek(18-1607), and Republic Wind (17-2295) 

 

These projects are not in the interest of the people of Seneca County.  The population of Seneca County 

is much to dense for these project to go forward without serious interference to Seneca County 

residents "life, liberty and pursuit of happiness".  Not to mention "Quite enjoyment of property".  Do 

not continue to try and force this down our throats.  We will not go gently. 

Garrison D Rennels 

Tiffin, Ohio 



I am writing this letter to express my objection to the proposed installation of 85 wind turbines, whose 

height is an unprecedented 655 FEET in both Oxford and Groton Twps., Erie County, Ohio. While this is a 

rural area, it is also heavily populated with single family homes. We built here for a reason. For the 

peace and serenity of quiet country living and a country landscape. NOT to be immersed amongst a 

forrest of super tall, noisy steel towers with propellers spinning. These propellers will decimate our 

wonderful landscape, reduce our property values (negating any tax affect from the turbines), kill many 

birds and bats (yes we NEED bats..they are becoming endangered) and of course the all too present 

"shadow flicker". Three turbines which will be less than a half mile each from my home will be in FULL 

view from my front, and several from the rear to the Southwest. Additionally, has anyone considered 

the fact of traffic distraction with these HUMONGOUS monsters placed so close to the "pike"? Seriously. 

People will be watching these as they approach and pass by more than the road! PLEASE, OPSB, will you 

LISTEN to your concerned citizens and deny all permits for not only Emersen Creek but also the Republic 

and Seneca wind farm projects?!? Tell them to move them to a more remote area either in our state or 

better yet, out on the great plains where the wind is even better than it is here! Thank you. 

 

Tim Wrenn 

Monroeville, Ohio 
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